IN MEMORIAM

DR. ANDREW JENKINS MOORE

Long-time CUA member, Dr. Andrew Moore, passed away peacefully surrounded by his family at the age of 81 years. "AJ," as he was known to many of his friends and colleagues, will be greatly missed.

Born in Scotland, and raised in London, ON, AJ was both an athlete and scholar. He played Junior A hockey for the London Knights while studying at Western University. Upon graduation from medicine in 1966, Andrew interned in Winnipeg before caring for Northern Canada’s Indigenous population as a medical officer in the Canadian Armed Forces. He then served at the National Medical Defence Centre in Ottawa as an orthopedic resident before realizing that urology was his calling, obtaining his FRCSC credentials in 1971 after completing his urology residency at the University of British Columbia.

AJ established a wide-ranging practice at St Paul’s Hospital, which included major oncology, renal transplantation, and prosthetics. He was a skillful and efficient surgeon. “Worker-bee” was how he described himself. His ideal week was 4–5 days of operating, no clinic, no call-backs, and at least two hockey games. Skiing, golfing, and dinner at a fine restaurant would also be acceptable additions to the menu. He gave of his time generously, a great life coach on all matters both to residents and his junior partner, CUA past-President, Larry Goldenberg “Goldilocks.”

Andrew was a gregarious rascal with an infectious laugh. He always seemed old enough to be wise, but young enough to be cool. He knew everyone. He put these attributes to use while serving as the local organizing chair for the CUA 2004 meeting in Whistler, BC. Those of us in attendance can never forget the blowout Fun Night atop the Whistler roundabout at 1800 metres, music blaring to the late-night sun. It would be impossible to replicate that scenario today without AJ.

Andrew is survived by his wife Pru, brother Jim, his three sons, four grandchildren, a niece and nephew, and countless friends, colleagues, and former trainees, who remember him fondly.

Andrew packed a lot into his life, and always while having fun. Well done, AJ!
– Contributed by Andrew MacNeily

CUAJ honors its members and friends who have passed away. We invite colleagues of the deceased to submit brief remembrances. Please limit your notice to 200 words. Send your notice to journal@cua.org or fax it to 514-395-1664.